In this paper we fill a gap in previous work by proving the conjectured formula for the entanglement-assisted capacity of quantum channel with additive input constraint (such as Bosonic Gaussian channel) . The main tools are the coding theorem for classical-quantum constrained channels and a finite dimensional approximation of the input density operators for the entanglement-assisted capacity.
{x}. For every x let S be a density operator in a Hilbert space 7-1 (in general, infinite dimensional) with finite von Neumann entropy H(S). The c-q channel is given by the mapping x -+ S.
Let f(x) be a nonnegative nonconstant function defined on the input alphabet. Passing to block coding, we put the additive constraint onto the input words w = (x1 , . . . , x) by asking f(x1)+...+f(x)<nE, (1) where E is a positive constant. The classical capacity of such channels was defined and computed in5 under a condition of uniform boundedness of the output entropy. This condition is not suitable for our purpose here, and by using almost the same argument we can prove Proposition 1. Denote by P the class of input distributions it = {rr} satisfying : irf(x) E, (2) xEX and impose the following condition onto the channel: supH(xSx <00. -qrH (si)]. (4) the input of the channel. Let F be positive selfadjoint nonconstant (i. e. not a multiple of the identity), in general unbounded operator in 7-1, representing observable the mean value of which is to be constrained (e. g. energy of the system). For arbitrary density operator S with the spectral decomposition S = )jIe)(eI we define TrSF := Aj(ejIFIej) < +00, assuming (ejIFIe3) = +00 if e3 is not in the domain of
We impose the analog of the condition (3):
sup H([S]) < 00, ( 
5) S:TrSF<E
where E is a positive constant.
For the channel 4® in ?l® the corresponding observable is
We want the input states S() of the channel satisfy the additive constraint :c mE.
Note that (5) implies similar property of the channel 4®fl sup H(®{S(]) < 00. Definition. We call by code ((n), M()) of length n and of size N the collection E(n) = {S; w = 1,. . . , N} of states satisfying (6 ) , with an observable M(n) = {M4; j = 0, 1,. . . , N} in
The error probability for the code is M()) = w=1N {i -and the minimal error probability over all codes of the length n and the size N is denoted pefrt, N). The classical capacity C(4) is the least upper bound of the rates R for which lim inf÷ pe(fl, 2nR) = 0.
Let us denote by (n) the set of states in ?-1® satisfying (6) , and by p(n) the collection of couples ((n) , (n)) where 7-: are probabilities for the states , satisfying 1 nE. (8) If a probability distribution (n) {)} on the input codewords is given, then using the transition probability p(ilw) = we can find the joint distribution of input and output, compute the Shannon information I(r(') , E(n) M()), and define the quantity
If:(rI) c (n), then ((n),(n)) E p(n), and (9) by the quantum entropy bound. Relation (10) follows from the classical coding theorem. Inequality < in ( 11) follows then from (9) . Let us show that C()> lim (12) n-+oQ fl Take R < C(), then we can choose n0, probability distribution = fro)} and collection of states = {S0)} in 7(®0 such that ((flO),E(ThO)) p(no) and
Consider the c-q channel 4 in ?1®0 given by the formula
and define the constraint function for this channel as f(w) = rS0)F(fb). The condition (7) implies supH <oo, ir J where the supremum is over the probability distributions ir, satisfying >rrwf(w)<rioE. (14) that is, the condition (3). By the Proposition 1, the capacity of 4 is C() = sup {H ir where the states are fixed and the supremum is over the probability distributions ir, satisfying (14). By (13) this is greater than n0R. Denoting 73e (n, N) the minimal error probability for , we have pe(flflO, 2(nno)R) < efrt, 2n(noR)), (15) since every code of size N for 4 is also code of the same size for 4. Indeed, if ñ = (w1 ,. . . , w) is a codeword for , it satisfies the constraint f(wi) + • • • + f(w) < nn0E. Defining the state s0) sZ0) ® . . . ® s0), we see that this is equivalent to TrS0)F0) < nn0E, that is to the constraint (6) for the q-q channel ®flO•Thus having chosen R < C(), we can make the right and hence the left hand side of (15) tend to zero as n -+oo. This proves ( 12). QED These estimates rise questions, to which there is no answer at present. One may ask whether the additivity C(fl)() = nC(')() holds, in which case C() = C(')(). This question looks even harder than the still unsettled additivity problem in the case of unconstrained inputs (see6 for comments on this problem) . The quantity Let us now turn to the entanglement-assisted capacity. Consider the following protocol of the classical information transmission through the channel 4. Systems A and B share an entangled (pure) state SAB . We assume that the amount of entanglement is unlimited but finite i. e. H(SA) = H(SB) < oo. A does some encoding i -4 e depending on a classical signal i with probabilities ir and sends its part of this shared state through the channel to B. Thus B gets the states ( 01dB) [Si] , where S = (E ®IdB) [SAB] with probabilities Il-i and B is trying to extract the maximum classical information by doing measurements on these states. Now to enable block coding, all this picture should be applied to the channel 4®fl Then the signal states S transmitted through the channel 4®fl ® Id have the special form (n)
where 54fl)3 is the pure entangled state for ri copies of the system AB, satisfying the condition H(S) < oo, and w -4 g(n) are the encodings for n copies of the system A. We impose the constraint (6) onto the input states of the channel which is equivalent to similar constraint for the channel 4® ® Id with the constraint operators F = ® We denote by P the collection of couples (r(fl) , where ir' {)} the probability distribution and (n) {5fl)} the collection of states of the form (17) satisfying the constraint (8) with the operators F . The classical capacity of this protocol will be called entanglement-assisted classical capacity Cea(4) of the channel 4 under the constraint (6) .
Let S be a density operator such that both H(S) and H(4(S)) are finite, then the quantum mutual information 
then H(S) is finite for all S satisfying TSF < E. Indeed, denoting S = [Tr exp (-flF)]' exp (-$F), we have
where H(S; S) is the relative entropy, hence H(S) : /3E + logTrexp (-/3F).
Proposition 3. Let 4 be a channel satisfying the condition (5) with the operator F satisfying (19), then its entanglement-assisted classical capacity under the constraint (6) is finite and equals to Cea(4') = sup I(S,4). Note that all terms in squared brackets are finite because of the assumed finiteness of the entropy H(S) and (5) .
We first prove the inequality < in (21). By using (22) For every d large enough one can find 5o such that the right hand side is < nE for ö 5o Then using the expression (23) and the aforementioned encoding protocol, we can prove similarly to2 or to (7) in3:
This follows from the fact that for this specific protocol the condition (i(n) , E(n)) e P in (23) is equivalent to &S"5F( mE. Passing to the limit n -+ oo, 6 -+ 0, and using the approximation argument from3 we obtain Cea() lim n-oo TI where TrSdF = E' + Ed $ E. Finally, we pass to the limit d -+ oo and show that liminfI(Sd,) I(S,'I').
To see it, we represent the mutual information as quantum relative entropy
where 'L')('cbI is a purification for S, R is a purifying system, and similarly for I(Sd, ).
is a purification for Sd We have /') -kbd)II -÷ 0, and hence IIkb)(bI -Id)(I)dIII 0 as d
therefore (26) follows from the lower semicontinuity of the relative entropy.7 Thus we obtain Cea() I(S,4'), where S is an arbitrary density operator with TrSF < E. This is easily extended to operators with TrSF = E by approximating them with the operators S = (1 -€)S + €Ie)(eI, where e is chosen such that (elFie) < E. In case E is the minimal eigenvalue of F, the condition TrSF < E amounts to the fact that the support of S is contained in the spectral projection of F corresponding to this minimal eigenvalue. Then we can repeat the above argument with the equality TrSF = E holding at each step. To sum up, we have established Cea(4')> sup I(S,), S:TrSF<E and thus the equality in (21). QED Now we investigate the question when the supremum in the right hand side of ( 21) is achieved.
Lemma. Let the spectrum of operator F consist of eigenvalues f of finite multiplicity and lim f = +oo, then the set E {S : TrSF < E} is compact.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that f is monotonously increasing and denote by P,-the finite dimensional projection onto the eigenspace corresponding to the first n eigenvalues, then P,-t I. By a general criterion of compactness (a noncommutative analog of Prokhorov's theorem) , a subset ' of density operators is weakly compact if and only if for every > 0 there is a finite dimensional projection P such that TrS(I -P) for all S see §111.9 of.8 Here weak convergence means that lim÷ TrSX = TrSX for all bounded operators X. But according to,9 the weak convergence of density operators is equivalent to their trace-norm convergence. Since f(I -P) F, we have TrS(I -P) < f,1TrSF < fT1E for S e E, whence the lemma follows. QED
Notice that condition (19) implies that F satisfies the condition of the lemma. Now we consider conditions under which the mutual information is upper semicontinuous and thus attains its supremum on the compact SE. We shall treat separately each term in the formula (18). Notice that quantum entropy is lower semicontinuous.7 Since the entropy exchange can be represented as H(S; ) = H(4E [S] ), where E 5 a channel from the system space ?lA to the environment space ?lE ,it is also lower semicontinuous and thus the last term in (18) is upper semicontinuous. Concerning the first term, it is known7 that it is upper semicontinuous (and hence continuous) on the set SE = {S : TrSF < E} if the constraint operator F satisfies (19). The proof of the upper semicontinuity goes as follows: denoting S = [Tr exp (-flF)]' exp (-3F) , we have /3TrSF -H(S) = H(S; S) -logTrexp(-/3F) , (28) and similarly for S instead of S, . By using lower semicontinuity of the relative entropy, we obtain H(S) lim sup H(Sn) _ /3 lim sup [T-rSnF _ TiSF].
n-+oo n-+oo For 5, Sn E 5E the last term is -2fiE, which can be made arbitrarily small.
We can apply similar argument to the second term in (18) under additional assumption that there exists a selfadjoint operator F satisfying (19) and such that [] F, where J* is the dual channel; the relation (28) is then replaced with This set of conditions ensuring that the supremum in (21) is achieved, is fulfilled for example in the case where 4 is a Bosonic Gaussian channel and F is positive quadratic polynomial in canonical variables, e. g. energy operator. 4 The simplest Gaussian channel "quantum signal plus classical noise" is described in the Heisenberg picture by the equation: (30) where a is the annihilation operator of the mode, and is the classical complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and the variance N (the mean photon number in the noise). The constraint is TrSata E, where S is the density operator of the signal a. The gain of entanglement assistance G = Cea ()/C(1) () was computed in. 4 In particular, when the signal mean photon number E tends to zero while N > 0, (1) N+1\ C () ' Elog N ) Cea () -ElogE/(N + 1), and G tends to infinity as -logE.
In this paper we were interested in the situation where all the entropy terms entering the expressions for the capacities are finite, which was ensured by the conditions (5), (19) . Taking this as an approximation, one can obtain in the general case expressions involving only relative entropy and thus unambiguously defined with values in the range [0, +oo}. For unassisted capacities cf.5 Cea(4) will be given by (21), where I (5, 4) is defined as in ( 27).
